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“You…”
This abrupt sentence, like a thunderbolt sounded in Wu Ming’s mind, his whole body
trembled, and it was a little awkward to speak: “What do you mean?”
When speaking, Wu Ming’s mind There was also a buzzing sound in the middle, a
mess.
Why is this kid asking me alone? Could it be that…he knew that I was the murderer who
gave Madam a psychedelic solution?
No….not possible. This kid has just become the Pill Pavilion Master of Chunyang
Palace, and he didn’t know him before, how could he know what happened three years
ago?
Impossible.
But why didn’t he ask others, just me?
For a time, Wu Ming was nervous and doubtful again. He was dripping with cold sweat,
and his clothes were almost soaked.
call!
Seeing this scene, both Deng Shiqi and the surrounding elders were all secretly
wondering.
What happened to Wu Ming today? He seemed to be very sensitive. The Pill Pavilion
Master just asked casually, and he was nervous…
Under doubt, several elders couldn’t help but ask.
“Elder Wu, what’s wrong with you?”
“Yeah, sweating so much…”
“Are you uncomfortable?”
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Facing the inquiries of several elders, Wu Ming almost wanted to cry without tears, so
he quickly wiped it away Wiping the cold sweat from his forehead, he squeezed out a
smile and said, “I’m fine, maybe… Maybe it’s too hot today.” As
he spoke, he gave Yue Feng a vicious look.
Mad, it’s all this kid that made me almost reveal my stuff.
Thinking to himself, Wu Mingqiang calmed himself down and said to Yue Feng: “If you
have the ability, hurry up and treat our Sect Master’s wife, and stop talking nonsense
here.”
“Everyone present is loyal to Beihai Xingsu, You don’t have any second thoughts about
the suzerain, who will poison the lady? I think you are deliberately telling stories, so as
to provoke internal conflicts between our Beihai stars.”
When he spoke, Wu Ming’s face was straight, but his heart was nervous. to die.
Yue Feng’s guess was good. Epilepsy Powder is a strange poison in the world. Wu
Ming always carries it with him. How could he be searched casually? At this time, it is
necessary to mess around and prepare to lead the contradictions to Yue Feng.
Whoa!
Hearing this, the surrounding elders all nodded their heads in agreement.
“Elder Wu is right, all of you present, who are not doing their best for the sake of the
North Sea stars, and are more loyal and respectful to the sect master and his wife, how
could they do such a rebellious thing?”
“Yes, the pavilion master is so Guess, the starting point is a good one, but it can’t be
fooled.”
“Madam’s situation is critical, if the pavilion master has a way to treat him, he should
take action as soon as possible, and don’t get involved in these related issues.
” Standing there, nodding silently.
Like everyone else, Deng Shiqi didn’t believe that the murderer was from Beihai Xingsu.
He felt that Yue Feng’s guess was a bit rash.
Haha…
Seeing this, Yue Feng was speechless, but he still smiled lightly, looked around at
everyone and said, “Everyone, I don’t mean to provoke your internal unity, I’m just
talking about things.”

“You all know in your hearts that Epilepsy Powder is a strange poison in the world, and
it is not something that ordinary people can solve. Although I know a little medical skills,
it is impossible to prepare an antidote for Epilepsy Powder. Even if I try to dispense it. I
don’t know how long it will take to prepare the correct antidote.”
“And my speculation just now is not groundless, everyone think about it carefully,
Madam has been at the mountain gate, staying at home, and there is no enemy at all,
even if It is the enemy of the sect master, and it is impossible to break into the main
altar of Beihai Xingsu. Therefore, the murderer may be his own. I ask the sect master to
investigate. It is completely kind, how can it be nonsense?”
“More importantly, today is really If the murderer is found in public, I don’t have to spend
time trying to dispense the medicine, and my wife is saved?”
When he said this, Yue Feng’s face was sincere, but there was a hint of teasing in his
eyes.
In fact, Yue Feng’s medical accomplishments made it easy to prepare an antidote for
Epilepsy Powder, but in order to expose Wu Ming on the spot, he deliberately said this.
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Hu…
Hearing these words, everyone looked at each other and fell silent for a while.
This Pill Pavilion Pavilion Master seems to have some truth in what he said.
At this moment, Deng Shiqi also took a deep breath and nodded in approval: “Brother
Yue Feng is right, let’s do it like this. Elders, they are loyal to me and the entire Beihai
stars, I believe they will not harm me. Mrs., the body search is just a passing scene, and
I believe everyone will not object.”
Said, Deng Shiqi waved at a maid next to him, and ordered: “You… go and search the
bodies of the elders.” The
maid After answering, he was ready to start the search.
Oops!
Seeing this situation, Wu Ming was completely anxious, and couldn’t help shouting:
“Sect Master, no, how can we Beihai Xingsu be played around by an outsider?”
“If you listened to him today, everyone will be Searched the body, and the matter
spread, didn’t we Beihai Xingsu become a laughing stock in the arena?”

Ma De, he has a ghost scattered on his body, if this is found, he will be completely
finished, and he must stop it. .
Seeing him yelling, Deng Shiqi frowned.
The other elders were also a little puzzled.
Why does Elder Wu strongly oppose body searches?
“Haha!”
At this moment, Yue Feng chuckled and looked at Wu Ming meaningfully: “This elder,
what do you mean, if you were searched today, you will lose your face, and if the matter
spreads, the people in the rivers and lakes will also Are you laughing at you?”
“Nonsense!” Wu Ming rolled his eyes and said angrily, “I’ll go to Chunyang Palace to
search your body, would you like it?” in the circle.
Hmm….
Hearing this, Yue Feng pretended to agree and nodded: “If someone runs to Chunyang
Palace and searches my body, of course I don’t want it, what a shame.
” But held back laughter.
Wu Ming nodded his head: “Isn’t that right? You don’t want to, but you want to search
our bodies. Is it suitable?” Yue Feng
shook his head: “Not suitable.”
, said word by word: “According to the elder’s intention, your face is more important than
the life of the lady, the lady can be poisoned and die, and you elders must not lose the
face. Right?
” Falling down, the expressions of several elders around are extremely ugly.
At the same time, Deng Shiqi stared at Wu Ming closely, hiding his anger.
“I…”
At this moment, Wu Ming’s face flushed, and he was speechless for a while. At the
same time, he also realized that Yue Feng was just digging a hole to make himself jump
after talking for a long time.
Thinking to himself, Wu Ming hurriedly explained to Deng Shiqi: “Sect Master, I… I
didn’t mean that, what I meant was that our North Sea stars are too shameful.”

Before Deng Shiqi could respond, Yue Feng interrupted with a sneer: “This elder, he
said that he doesn’t want to be searched. Could it be that you are the murderer? You
have the antidote for the madness scattered on your body?”
Shuh!
The moment the voice fell, the eyes of the audience all converged on Wu Ming.
Today’s Elder Wu Ming, no matter how you look at it, something is wrong.
Could it be.. he is the murderer?
In the face of everyone’s gaze, Wu Ming’s face was instantly pale, and his eyes were
fixed on Yue Feng. He was shocked, angry, and in endless panic.
Mad, how did he know I was the murderer?
Thinking to himself, Wu Ming blushed and defended: “Go to Nima, what nonsense are
you talking about? How could I be the murderer?”
Yue Feng chuckled: “If you weren’t the murderer, why did you always object to the body
search? Son, the other elders didn’t say anything, only you have been speaking out
against it.”
“If you don’t have a ghost in your heart, why are you so nervous?”
After a few words, Wu Ming was speechless, the beads of sweat on his forehead, no
Stopped and stayed, the whole person was completely messed up.
Oops, I can’t hide it, what should I do?
In the panic, Wu Ming’s eyes flashed a bit of ferocity, and he scolded: “Fuck you, I’m
upright, how can you have a ghost? It’s you kid who targets me everywhere, I think
you’re courting death.
”!
The moment the words fell, Wu Ming’s inner strength suddenly exploded, and he
slapped Yue Feng with a fierce palm.
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At this time, Wu Ming was completely confused, so he planned to kill Yue Feng with one
palm, and was taking the opportunity to escape.
In his eyes, Yue Feng has no strength at all, and has no chance to resist.

Huh…
Seeing this scene, everyone was shocked.
“Wu Ming, don’t be unreasonable.” Deng Shiqi shouted loudly.
Jiang Hongyu and Xiaorou were also so frightened that Hua Rong turned pale, and
couldn’t help exclaiming.
“Pavilion master be careful!”
“Pavilion master…”
At the same time, Deng Shiqi and Jiang Hongyu wanted to rush over to stop them, but
they were too far away, and Wu Ming shot too fast, it was too late.
Haha…
Seeing Wu Ming’s palm call, Yue Feng chuckled lightly and stood there motionless,
without any intention of dodging.
These days, the power of the Heavenly Marrow Golden Core has been fused by Yue
Feng by 70%, and it is a piece of cake to deal with a Wu Ming.
However, seeing that he didn’t move, Jiang Hongyu and Xiaorou were too anxious.
“Pavilion Master, hurry up and avoid
it.” ” Hide away…”
Jiang Hongyu and Xiaorou were both in a hurry at this time, Yue Feng stood there
motionless, wasn’t he beaten alive? They didn’t know that Yue Feng’s strength was far
beyond Wu Ming’s imagination.
Seeing that this palm was about to hit his body, Yue Feng’s mouth twitched, and he
stepped back half a step. At the same time, he used his divine power to form a
protective layer on his shoulders, directly meeting Wu Ming’s palm.
boom!
All of this was in the flash of light, and everyone around could only see a golden light
flickering on Yue Feng’s shoulders, and then Wu Ming’s palm hit him, only to hear a dull
sound.
In an instant, Jiang Hongyu and Xiaorou both closed their eyes subconsciously, and
they couldn’t bear to see the bloody scene in front of them.

However, they didn’t hear Yue Feng’s miserable howl, on the contrary, Wu Ming
screamed.
what’s the situation?
Hearing the movement, Jiang Hongyu and Xiaorou quickly opened their eyes, and when
they saw the scene in front of them, their delicate bodies trembled, and they were
immediately stunned.
I saw Yue Feng standing there with a half-smile, his shoulders intact and without any
injuries, while Wu Ming fell to the ground, his right hand was cracked and blood was
dripping.
This…
For a time, Jiang Hongyu was completely dumbfounded, staring blankly at Yue Feng
speechless, her heart was also extremely shocked.
what happened? Doesn’t he have no power at all? How did Wu Ming get hurt?
Xiaorou was also indescribably excited. She stared at Yue Feng closely. In addition to
being shocked, her eyes were filled with endless admiration and admiration. The
pavilion master is really hidden. Not only is he powerful in alchemy, he is also a hidden
master in cultivation.
quiet!
For a time, the entire dormitory was deadly silent, and a needle could be heard clearly.
Whether it was Deng Shiqi, or the other elders around, they were all dumbfounded.
What just happened?
Shouldn’t it be the Pill Pavilion Master who fell? Why Wu Ming was shocked? You must
know that Wu Ming, as the third elder, ranks among the top five in strength in the entire
Beihai constellation. At this time, it is incredible to deal with a person who has no
strength at all.
Also, what was the golden light flashing on the body of the Pill Pavilion Master just now?
In the shock, no one took care of Wu Ming, let alone his life or death. After all, he took
the lead in hitting Yue Feng, and now he was re-injured by others, and he deserved it.
“You…”

At this time, Wu Ming gasped and looked at Yue Feng in shock and anger. He was also
completely shocked.
Mad, what’s the name of this kid? He obviously has no strength at all, but the palm just
now seemed to be slapped on a diamond…
“Oh!”
Facing Wu Ming’s resentful gaze, Yue Feng showed a smile and rubbed his shoulders
and called out in a hypocritical manner. : “This elder, it seems that you really have a
ghost in your heart. I just reasoned with you, but you beat people.”
“Fortunately, I passed on the soft armor that the palace master gave me, otherwise, I
would pay You really killed me.”
While speaking, Yue Feng pretended to be in pain and rubbed his shoulders.
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In fact, he didn’t have any soft armor at all, just to avoid the suspicion of the people
around him, he made it up at will, pretending that he was wearing a self-defense soft
armor, so he could block Wu Ming’s palm.
Huh….
Hearing this, everyone present was secretly relieved.
I thought he was hiding, and after a long time, he was wearing soft armor for selfdefense. No wonder Wu Ming’s palm just missed.
But knowing this, Xiao Rou’s admiration for Yue Feng did not diminish in the slightest.
On the contrary, she admired it even more. The pavilion master was so smart that she
actually wore soft armor for self-defense.
Self defense soft armor?
In the audience, only Jiang Hongyu frowned, right? It wasn’t long before Yue Feng
came to Chunyang Palace. Even if his master favored him, he had never heard of any
soft armor for self-defense?
“Huh?”
Just when Jiang Hongyu was wondering, Yue Feng suddenly discovered something and
pointed to a small leather bag on the ground beside Wu Ming: “What is this?”

I saw that this leather bag is very exquisite in workmanship, half a slap in the face The
size is the shape of a fish tail, and the mouth is tightly tied by silk threads.
Swish!
At this moment, Wu Ming was extremely angry, and when he saw this small leather bag,
his expression changed.
That’s right, what’s in this small bag is the world’s strange poison.
Whoa!
At the same time, the eyes of everyone around him also looked over.
“What is this?”
“I’ve never seen Elder Wu take it out before…”
Hearing everyone’s doubts, Wu Ming didn’t have time to think about it before picking up
the leather bag.
However, at this moment, Deng Shiqi’s face was dignified, his body flashed, he directly
grabbed in front of Wu Ming, picked up the leather bag, opened it, and found a green
powder inside.
Deng Shiqi didn’t hesitate, fell directly on the table, and said to Yue Feng: “Brother Yue
Feng, take a look at what these powders are?” In his subconscious, Yue Feng knows
medical skills, and he must be able to see what is inside. Element.
It’s just that he didn’t know that although the herbs in the Kyushu Continent and here
are the same, but the names are different, even if Yue Feng knew, he couldn’t tell.
Whoa!
Without waiting for Yue Feng’s response, several elders quickly gathered around, took a
closer look, and suddenly exclaimed.
“The color is green… Could it be… this is the rumored strange poison epilepsy
powder?”
“It should be, I have heard people say that the epilepsy powder is green and powdery…
Just inhale a little, it will be Losing your senses…”
“So… Elder Wu is the murderer?” While speaking

, the eyes of everyone in the dormitory were focused on Wu Ming, with shock and anger
on their faces.
This man is really a beast.
“Wu Ming, it turns out to be you!”
Finally, the first elder couldn’t help but pointed at Wu Ming and shouted loudly: “You
bastard, the sect master treats you well, but you actually poisoned the sect master’s
wife.”
Saying this When he spoke, the elder was trembling with anger.
As the Great Elder, it was a dereliction of duty to have not found out for three years.
What’s even more irritating is that just now, Wu Ming was almost led by the nose,
thinking that Yue Feng was talking nonsense, but he was the culprit.
For a time, the other elders were also filled with righteous indignation.
“Wu Ming, I didn’t expect you to be virtuous, but you’re a bastard in human skin.”
“No wonder you didn’t allow yourself to be searched. It turned out to be the wife of the
suzerain you killed.”
“What qualifications do you have to be an elder? 10,000 times is not a pity…”
While everyone scolded Wu Ming, they looked at Yue Feng’s eyes, which were also
very unnatural. I always thought that this Pill Pavilion Pavilion master was not very
capable, but he did not expect that he would find it. The real murderer.
“Wu Ming!” At this moment
, Deng Shiqi drew out his long sword, pointed at Wu Ming from a distance, and looked
extremely ferocious: “The evidence is conclusive, what else do you have to say?”
At this time, Deng Shiqi was about to explode with anger. He has always been good to
Wu Ming, but he never thought that this bastard would harm his wife.
Wu Ming was sweating profusely, and stammeringly explained: “Sect Master, listen to
me, I’m not…” Chi
…
However, Deng Shiqi was furious, so he was willing to listen to his sophistry. When he
came over, the long sword in his hand let out a low cry, stabbing directly at Wu Ming’s
heart.

The sword was swift and fierce, and the air was torn apart wherever it passed.
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Chapter 5095 It’s
over!
Seeing Deng Shiqi’s sword stab, Wu Ming was so frightened that he got up in a hurry
and dodged to the side.
Sigh…
Although Wu Ming reacted quickly and avoided the key point, but the sword did not
completely escape, he heard the sound of a torn shirt, a big hole was drawn on his
shoulder, and blood rushed out. come out.
For a time, Wu Ming’s face turned pale, and his heart was completely confused.
The matter has been exposed, what can I do!
Seeing that he still dared to hide, everyone around him was angry.
“You bastard, you still don’t lead to death?”
“Dare to hide?”
“Sect Master, this scum, quickly kill him.”
The anger of the crowd kept coming, Deng Shiqi’s eyes were blood red, he and Zheng
Wanwan were empathetic and affectionate. Deep righteousness was heavy, and when
she learned that Wu Ming had killed her like this, she only felt a surge of anger.
“You almost killed Wanwan, if I don’t take your life today, heaven and earth will not
tolerate it!” After the
voice fell, Deng Shiqi held the long sword tightly, exerted his inner strength, and rushed
up again.
At this time, Deng Shiqi was full of anger, and he just wanted to smash Wu Ming’s
corpse into ten thousand pieces before he could take over the hatred in his heart.
Wow…
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At the same time, several elders also pulled out their ice blades and rushed towards Wu
Ming.
call!
Seeing Deng Shiqi rushing again, Wu Ming only felt that his legs were weak, and he
could hardly stand still, but under the stimulation of his desire to survive, he didn’t know
where the strength came from at that time, his face turned hideous, and he shouted: ”
Okay, very good, you all want to kill me, right…”
“I, Wu Ming, have been loyal to Beihai Xingsu over the years, and have made a lot of
contributions. Now, because of my fault, you will kill me. “
Want to take my life? Let’s see if you have the ability.” When the
last word fell, Wu Mingxie laughed and quickly took out a small leather bag from his
body. When it was sprinkled, it was a bag of green powder, and after it was sprinkled, it
quickly formed a green smoke in the air.
It is epilepsy scattered strange poison.
Wu Ming had more than one pack of Epilepsy Powder on his body. At this critical
moment, he decided to use Epilepsy Powder to save his life.
Whoa!
Seeing that piece of green powder, both Deng Shiqi and the surrounding elders’
expressions changed, and they were extremely angry at the same time.
“Be careful, this is the madness.”
“This bastard is still there.”
“Let’s spread it out, don’t inhale it…”
Everyone panicked and forced to retreat, but even so, still Inhaled some epilepsy.
Deng Shiqi was shocked and angry, but at this time he also kept a little calm, and
shouted: “Inhale the epilepsy, hurry up, sit cross-legged on the ground, use your inner
strength to seal your own Qihai hole.”
As long as the Qihai hole is sealed , The poison of Epilepsy Powder will not spread to
the meridians of the whole body.
Whoa!

The voice fell, and everyone around hurriedly sat cross-legged on the ground, Deng
Shiqi was no exception.
For a time, in the entire dormitory, only Yue Feng was still standing there. He is the
body of the Profound Sage, and is invulnerable to all poisons. Even if he inhales the
Spiritual Soul Powder, there is nothing wrong with him.
Haha…
Seeing Deng Shiqi and everyone sitting on the ground to seal their caves, Wu Ming
laughed and took this opportunity to rush out of the dormitory.
Seeing this scene, Deng Shiqi was furious.
“Beihai Xingsu, all the disciples obey the order… Execute Wu Ming immediately, there
must be no mistake.” In the
next second, a cold voice came from Deng Shiqi’s mouth.
“Kill!”
Upon hearing the order, the dozens of elite disciples who were guarding outside
immediately let out a howl, pulled out their long swords, and surrounded Wu Ming
directly.
hum.
As the third elder, Wu Ming was tyrannical, so he naturally ignored these elite disciples.
Immediately afterwards, Wu Ming raised his hand and waved, holding a long black knife
tightly in his hand.
“Go away for Lao Tzu, whoever dares to block me, whoever will die…” Wu Ming howled
loudly, rushing directly into the crowd like a tiger going down the mountain.
“Ah…”
For a time, Wu Ming was like a tiger entering a flock, waving the long black sword in his
hand constantly. The dozens of elite disciples who surrounded them couldn’t stop it.
They screamed and fell into a pool of blood. among.
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Ma De, Wu Ming this scum.

Seeing the disciples fall to the ground, Deng Shiqi and the other elders in the dormitory
were furious.
Haha….
Wu Ming’s face was grim and he laughed loudly: “From today onwards, I, Wu Ming and
Beihai Xingsu, have nothing to do with each other. Everyone, we will have a period in
the future.” After the
voice fell, Wu Ming used his body technique to push the speed to the extreme. He
rushed into the distance, and disappeared in the sight of everyone in the blink of an eye.
“Don’t run!”
“Stop…it’s abominable…”
Seeing Wu Ming fleeing, whether it was Deng Shiqi or other elders, they all shouted
angrily, and wanted to get up and chase, but they all absorbed the madness Soul San,
was expelled at this time, so he didn’t dare to act rashly.
Jiang Hongyu and Xiaorou also sat at the door with Panxi, sealing their own
acupuncture points to prevent the spread of the poisonous poison.
In this case, everyone could only watch Wu Ming leave.
“I’m going to chase.”
However, at this moment, Yue Feng quickly walked out of the hall, and after a light
sentence, he chased in the direction Wu Ming fled.
This…
Seeing this situation, Deng Shiqi and several elders all had complex expressions on
their faces.
He has no strength at all, how can he catch up with Wu Ming?
Jiang Hongyu was even more anxious: “Pavilion Master, don’t be impulsive…” Then Wu
Ming is despicable and cunning, and his strength is outstanding. Even if Yue Feng
catches up, he can’t beat Wu Ming. Wu Ming’s poisonous hand.
However, halfway through the shouting, Yue Feng’s figure was gone.
Done!
Seeing this, Jiang Hongyu stomped her feet in a hurry.

Xiaorou is also worried.
……
On the other hand, after Yue Feng left the Beihai Constellation General Altar, seeing no
one around, he immediately exploded with divine power, driving the speed to the
extreme.
Deng Shiqi was watched by so many people just now, and it was inconvenient to reveal
his strength. Now that no one sees it, it doesn’t matter.
Whoosh!
Half an hour later, Yue Feng tracked him all the way through his keen insight, and soon
saw Wu Ming fleeing ahead, and suddenly showed a smile.
This Wu Ming thought that if he attacked Deng Shiqi and the others with the mad soul
powder, he would be able to retreat completely? How naive.
Um?
At this time, in the woods in front, Wu Ming slowed down and was about to take a break.
Yu Guang was stunned when he saw Yue Feng coming up behind him.
How did this kid catch up?
I am dissatisfied with my speed, how did he catch up with me?
In doubt, Wu Ming turned around and stood still, and looked at Yue Feng coldly: “Good
boy, you are here to die.” As he spoke, he observed Yue Feng’s back, and when he
saw that there were no other companions, he felt relieved. His tone and expression
were also extremely cold and arrogant.
In Wu Ming’s heart, Yue Feng, as the Pill Pavilion Master of Chunyang Palace, has a
high status, but his cultivation strength is no different from that of ordinary people, and
there is no threat at all.
At the same time, Wu Ming’s eyes flashed with endless anger.
It’s all this kid. If he didn’t solve the truth, he wouldn’t be the target of public criticism
and was forced to escape from the North Sea Constellation.
Ha ha!

Feeling Wu Ming’s arrogance, Yue Feng smiled lightly: “Stop talking nonsense, quickly
hand over the antidote for insanity, and then capture it at your fingertips. Perhaps, you
can survive.”
Mad!
Hearing this, Wu Ming was immediately angry. He was too lazy to talk nonsense at the
time: “Good boy, you hurt me a lot, but you dare to speak madly at this time? If I don’t
cut you into eight pieces, I will not be Wu Ming.” The
voice fell . , Wu Ming raised his hand and called out a long black sword, and the whole
person rose into the air!
hum!
In an instant, a powerful aura erupted from Wu Ming’s body. With a long knife in his
hand, he drew a shock and slashed straight at Yue Feng. He saw that wherever the
figure passed, the air was distorted. The momentum is amazing.
Seeing Wu Ming attacking, Yue Feng smiled lightly and directly burst out his divine
power.
Accompanied by a strong aura surging, he saw Yue Feng’s body, faintly glowing with
golden light, like a god descending to the earth, which is awe-inspiring.
hiss…
what’s the matter? Why did this kid suddenly have such a powerful breath?
Feeling the terrifying aura pervading Yue Feng’s body, Wu Ming’s heart trembled. He
only felt that his brain was buzzing, and he was also shocked. He never thought that
Yue Feng, who seemed to have no threat just now, was so strong. fear.
“You are so despicable and shameless that you murdered the Sect Master’s wife, and
you are still obsessed with it. It seems that there is nothing to say.” At this time, Yue
Feng said coldly, and then suddenly slapped him.
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Om!
With this palm, Yue Feng directly stimulated his divine power, and he saw a golden light
flickering, and then a golden palm shadow burst out towards Wu Ming.
Wu Ming didn’t have time to think about it, he quickly activated all his strength, and put
the black long knife in front of him in an attempt to block the palm.

Bang!
The next second, the golden palm shadow slapped the black long knife fiercely, Wu
Ming let out a scream, and the whole person shed a rain of blood in the air, and flew out
at once, flying more than 100 meters away, In the end, it smashed a few big trees and
slid down like a puddle of mud.
When he landed, Wu Ming was bloody and died.
Although Wu Ming’s strength is tyrannical, he is only relative to the people in the rivers
and lakes. Facing a superpower with divine power like Yue Feng, he is like a baby.
Facing an adult, he is not at the same level at all.
After killing Wu Ming, Yue Feng didn’t have the slightest emotional fluctuations on his
face. He walked over slowly, found out the epilepsy powder and antidote from Wu
Ming’s body, and prepared to go back the same way.
Um?
However, at this time, Yue Feng heard the sound of a fight at the end of the woods. The
sound was a little far away, but Yue Feng was still a mysterious saint, and his
perception was very keen, and he heard it all at once.
Is it a battle of the rivers and lakes?
Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng walked over slowly, ready to take a look. Anyway, the
antidote has been obtained, and Deng Shiqi and the others are not poisoned deeply.
Soon after passing through the woods, Yue Feng frowned.
I saw that there was an open space in front of me. In the open space, a slender figure
was fighting fiercely with several big men. The woman was in her twenties, wearing a
long purple dress, very sexy, but her body was filled with a cold breath.
call…
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng couldn’t help scratching his head. Unexpectedly, after
chasing Wu Ming, he met another beauty, but this beauty seemed to be very hostile.
Yue Feng could clearly see that there was a faint red tattoo on the back of the beauty’s
neck, giving a different feeling. Not only that, this beauty is very powerful, and she is
able to handle the siege of several people with ease.
And the people who fought fiercely with the purple-clothed beauty, wearing uniform dark
gray clothes, were obviously people from a certain sect.

Chi Chi…
At this moment, the beauty in purple seemed to be a little impatient. The long sword in
her hand shook, and a few balls of sword flowers burst out. Before the big men could
react, their throats were instantly cut off and they fell to the ground.
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng couldn’t help but narrow his eyes slightly.
One move to kill, this woman is really ruthless.
“Speak!”
Just as Yue Feng was muttering secretly, the beauty in purple looked at the last big
man alive in front of her, and her tone was extremely cold: “Where is your stronghold?”
The
voice was crisp and cold, no doubt.
The big man was full of cold sweat, but he was also stubborn: “Don’t ask me to tell you,
I won’t tell you.” After speaking, he rushed towards the purple-clothed beauty with a
fearless face.
“Looking for death!” The
purple-clothed beauty flashed cold light in her eyes, her red lips coldly spit out two
words, dodged to avoid, and at the same time, the long sword in her hand stabbed
directly at the big man’s heart.
Holy crap…
Seeing this situation, Yue Feng’s heart moved, and he was ready to stop it. Speaking of
which, he didn’t know the beauty in purple clothes and these big men, but seeing her so
cruel, and the big man was about to die, he was a little disgusted. down.
“stop!”
However, before Yue Feng appeared, he heard a loud shout. Then, he saw more than a
dozen big men rushing fast from a distance. The one with a flat head, who should be
the leader, was full of anger and eyes. He locked onto the purple-clothed beauty and
shouted loudly, “Well, you witch, you actually killed so many of my brothers. If you don’t
cut your body into tens of thousands of pieces today, I swear that you will not be a
human being.”
“Brothers, let’s go together!”
“Kill!” The

last sentence The words fell, and the companions behind the big flat-headed man let
out a loud shout and rushed towards the purple-clothed beauty.
witch?
Hearing this, Yue Feng frowned and looked at the beauty in purple. Could it be…. Is this
woman a member of some evil organization?
“Beyond one’s own strength!”
Looking at the crowd rushing up, the beautiful face of the purple-clothed beauty showed
a bit of disdain, her toes were a little on the ground, and her figure rose lightly to meet
her directly and fight fiercely with the other party.
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have to say that the beauty of purple clothes is very strong, even in the face of the siege
of the flat-headed man, there is no pressure at all.
Bang bang bang…
After a few rounds, half of the flat-headed man’s companions were knocked to the
ground, each with a painful expression and lost their combat effectiveness.
Swish!
It was at this moment that the eyes of the beautiful woman in purple were locked on the
big flat-headed man, and she said coldly, “It’s just a bunch of rabble, they dare to shout
in front of me, and die.” The
voice fell, and the long sword in her hand stabbed directly at the big flat-headed man. .
Feeling the sharpness of this sword, the big flat-headed man did not dare to neglect, he
held a big sword tightly, and used all his internal strength to resist, but even so, he was
beaten and retreated.
call!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng knew that it was impossible not to make a move. This
beauty in purple clothes was too cruel. If he didn’t make a move, he was afraid that the
big flat-headed man and his companions would all die at the hands of this beautiful
woman.
After making up his mind, Yue Feng did not shoot directly, but turned his eyes,
pretended to be panicked, and shouted: “Oh, there are poisonous snakes.”

While shouting, he rushed towards the battlefield. past.
Um?
Suddenly I heard someone shouting, whether it was a purple-clothed beauty or a big
guy with a flat head, they were all stunned.
At this moment, Yue Feng had already rushed in front of him, his face full of horror:
“Everyone, don’t fight, there are poisonous snakes in the woods, oops, they almost bit
me…”
As he said that, he grabbed Ziyi. The beauty’s waist, hiding behind her, looked at the
woods nervously, with a look of panic.
In fact, there were no snakes in the woods, it was just Yue Feng pretending to be there.
At this moment, while holding the slender waist of the purple-clothed beauty, Yue
Feng’s hand calmly touched the numb hole on his right arm.
call!
At the same time, Yue Feng couldn’t help taking a deep breath when he smelled the
fragrance of the purple-clothed beauty, and the whole person was almost intoxicated.
This beauty is not only the best body, but also smells so good.
“You…”
Suddenly Yue Feng hugged her waist, the beautiful face of the purple-clothed beauty
instantly flushed red, and her eyes flashed with a strong killing intent: “Take away your
dirty hands and get away…”
At the same time as the scolding, the beauty in purple wanted to kill Yue Feng with her
sword, but she held back when she felt that he had no strength at all.
At the same time, the flat-headed man and his companions also frowned secretly,
looking at Yue Feng in confusion.
Who is this kid who suddenly appeared?
While puzzled, many people subconsciously looked at the direction of the woods.
Are there any venomous snakes in it?
“It’s really a poisonous snake.” Seeing the killing intent flashing in the eyes of the
purple-clothed beauty, Yue Feng was not at all panicked, but a look of panic appeared

on his face: “This beauty, I didn’t mean to disturb it, just… There are really poisonous
snakes in the woods.”
When he said this, Yue Feng’s hand was still tightly around the waist of the purplerobed beauty.
“Shut up.” The
purple-clothed beauty was so angry that she scolded coldly, “What kind of poisonous
snake is not a poisonous snake… Hurry up and let go, or you’ll cut off your head.”
In her heart, Yue Feng was just an ordinary person passing by. He must have
encountered a snake in the woods, so he was frightened. Although she was ruthless,
she only aimed at everyone in the rivers and lakes, so even if she was hugged by Yue
Feng, she still held back her identity.
Whoa!
At this time, the flat-headed man and his accomplices also recovered, and shouted at
Yue Feng one by one.
“Hey, get out of the way, don’t get in the way.”
“The sword has no shadow, it won’t be good if it hurts you, hurry up .
“
She has been staring at the purple-clothed beauty, and she has not paid attention to
Yue Feng at all.
Like the beauty in purple, they also believed that Yue Feng lived in the nearby mountain
people.
“Oh…oh!”
Hearing their words, Yue Feng nodded in a panic, let go, and stepped aside.
“Suffer to death.”
The moment she released her hand, the purple-clothed beauty snorted coldly, clenched
her long sword tightly, and attacked the big flat-headed man directly.
Um? what happened?
Just before taking a step, the purple-clothed beauty suddenly trembled, and her
eyebrows knitted together.
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Why is the whole right arm soft?
At this time, the beauty in purple was surprised to find that her right hand was unable to
exert any strength, and her entire right arm was unbearably sore and numb.
Dang!
Immediately afterwards, the purple-clothed beauty was unsteady, and the long sword
fell to the ground.
Seeing this scene, the big flat-headed man and his accomplices were overjoyed, and
they didn’t have time to think about it, they rushed up and subdued the purple-clothed
beauty.
“Haha…”
After tying up the purple-clothed beauty with five flowers, the flat-headed man was full of
smugness and excitement: “The dignified red-clothed saint, even though she is
extremely powerful, did not fall into the hands of me, Hao Dashuang, in the end?
Haha… “
When he said this, Hao Dashuang couldn’t help looking up and down at the beauty in
purple.
In his opinion, it was the purple-clothed beauty who fought continuously, which caused
her internal strength to be exhausted, so she was unable to hold the long sword just
now. They didn’t even realize that it was Yue Feng who helped them secretly.
The purple-clothed beauty is called Leng Yue, a saint of the red-clothed religion, second
only to the sect leader. It can be said that one person is more than ten thousand people,
and her strength is powerful. She is known as a ‘ruthless fairy’ in the rivers and lakes.
What the hell!
Hearing Hao Dashuang’s words, Yue Feng was stunned and looked at Leng Yue in
surprise.
Is she from the Cult of Red? And a saint?
Speaking of the Red Clothes Sect, Yue Feng couldn’t help but think of the person
named Wang Meng he encountered in the mysterious realm of heaven before.

At that time, Wang Meng, relying on his power, forced Yue Feng to cooperate. As a
result, Yue Feng used the surrounding traps to exhaust Wang Meng’s men a little bit. In
the end, Wang Meng also died on the altar…
It can be said that after that incident, Yue Feng had always had a bad impression of the
Red Clothes Sect. At this time, he was relieved to learn that this purple-clothed beauty
was also from the Red Clothes Sect.
Since this woman is taught by the Red Clothes, she is definitely not a good person. It
seems that it was the right decision to help these big guys deal with her just now.
However, the words below Leng Yue made Yue Feng stunned again.
“You gang of shameless people.”
At this time, Leng Yue was tied up with five flowers, and her delicate face was full of
resentment, and she shouted at Hao Dashuang Lengjiao: “My Red Clothes Sect and
you Four Seas Alliance, the well water never violates the river water, but Today, you
looted our Red Clothes Sect’s materials and killed dozens of our subordinates, if it
wasn’t for the accident just now, I would have killed all of you scumbags.”
When she said this, Leng Yue’s eyes were full of anger.
Yes, the reason why Leng Yue was killing Hao Dashuang and the others just now was
because today another batch of supplies from the Red Clothes Sect was to be delivered
to the main altar from outside. , All the Red Clothes Sect disciples accompanying him
were killed.
At that time, Leng Yue was doing errands nearby, and when she learned of the
situation, she rushed over immediately. As soon as she started working with Hao
Dashuang’s people, she was met by Yue Feng.
Uh….
at this moment, upon learning the general situation, Yue Feng immediately became
ashamed.
It’s over, it’s embarrassing now, I thought that I helped catch a scourge of a Jianghu girl,
but I didn’t expect that it was these big men who provoked the dispute, and what Yue
Feng didn’t expect was that Hao Dashuang and the others were from the Four Seas
Alliance. people.
The general leader of the Four Seas Alliance, Gu Sanniang, is an acquaintance of Yue
Feng.
Haha…

Just when Yue Feng was ashamed, Hao Dashuang laughed loudly: “What about the
things you taught in red clothes, what if I led someone to rob it? It’s your honor to be
seen by my Four Seas Alliance, haha… .”
As the head of the branch of the Four Seas Alliance, Hao Dashuang has a arrogant
temperament and is reckless. Moreover, in the batch of supplies escorted by the Red
Clothes Sect, there are many gold and silver treasures. Most of the people in the Four
Seas Alliance are Jiangyang thieves. Treasures, how can you not be moved?
And now, Leng Yue has been subdued, Hao Da Shuang naturally has no worries.
“Despicable…”
Leng Yue was so angry that her face was full of frost: “You’d better let me go,
otherwise, I guarantee that each of you will die without a place to be buried.”
Despite being arrested, But the momentum is still not lost.
Hao Dashuang smiled and was not intimidated at all: “I finally caught you, such a
beauty, how could I let you go? Brothers, take this saint back to the village.”
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“It’s the hall master!”
Hearing the order, the surrounding Sihai Alliance members responded one after
another, and then held Leng Yue to return to the sub-altar with Hao Dashuang.
However, at this moment, Yue Feng walked out with a smile, cupped his hands and
said, “Wait a minute, everyone.”
While speaking, Yue Feng glanced at Leng Yue intentionally or unintentionally, with a
bit of shame in his eyes. I thought that this woman was killing innocent people
indiscriminately, but she never thought that it was Hao Dashuang and the others who
took the initiative to stir up trouble.
Speaking of which, Yue Feng didn’t have a favorable impression of the Red Clothes
Sect, but he didn’t have any grudges. Moreover, Leng Yue was arrested because of
him, so Yue Feng planned to help her and make up for the mistake just now.
Swish!
As soon as the voice fell, whether it was Hao Dashuang and others, even Leng Yue’s
eyes focused on Yue Feng.
The mountaineer hasn’t left yet?

Soon, Hao Dashuang reacted angrily and said angrily, “Boy, what are you doing?” The
hall he manages is far from the main altar, unless there is a major event, so it is rare to
see the general leader Gu San within a year. Mother, some time ago, Gu Sanniang
released the news that Yue Feng should be treated politely at the entrance of each hall.
Hao Dashuang also received this order, but he had never seen Yue Feng before.
Therefore, Hao Dashuang at this time had no idea that the person in front of him was
Gu Sanniang’s VIP.
Hehe…
Facing Hao Dashuang’s indifference, Yue Feng smiled slightly, took a step closer and
said, “That…I just heard that you are from the Four Seas Alliance?” They are all from
the Four Seas Alliance, so it’s easy to handle.
“Not bad!”
Hao Dashuang looked at Yue Feng up and down, with a arrogant expression on his
face: “I can’t see that you are an ordinary person, but you actually know about our Four
Seas Alliance? Now that you know, hurry up and stay away, so as not to cause trouble.”
As he said that, he couldn’t help but glance at Leng Yue, unable to hide his urgency.
At this time, Hao Dashuang was almost hooked by Leng Yue’s appearance. He just
wanted to return to the hall as soon as possible to feel the tenderness of the beauty,
and naturally he would not have a good face towards Yue Feng.
Yue Feng said with a smile: “Speaking of which, I am also a friend of your Sihai
Alliance. I have walked a lot just now, and I am thirsty. Can you let me go back to the
hall with me and ask for a cup of tea by the way?
” At the time, Yue Feng looked polite.
To be honest, if he was weak, Yue Feng could easily knock down Hao Dashuang and
the others, and then rescue Leng Yue. However, Gu Sanniang was a pretty good
woman, and it was not appropriate to beat her subordinates.
More importantly, Yue Feng has not completely recovered his strength, so he really
doesn’t want to expose it.
What?
Hearing Yue Feng’s words, both Hao Dashuang and everyone behind him were
stunned, and then they couldn’t help but laugh.
“Is there something wrong with this kid’s brain?”

“Haha, what are you? We can also enter if you want to enter the hall?”
“It’s interesting, haha…”
Hao Dashuang was also full of contempt when everyone laughed. Yue Feng waved his
hand impatiently: “Ma De, is your skin itchy, you are deliberately making fun of Lao Tzu,
right? Believe it or not, Lao Tzu slashed you with a knife.” The
words were full of arrogance and contempt.
Huh…
Seeing his attitude, Yue Feng frowned, but still smiled: “You are a hall master, right? I
have no ill intentions, and I believe you don’t have the guts to touch me.” The
last one When the words fell, Yue Feng stood there, seemingly unremarkable, but his
body was filled with an aura that should not be underestimated.
Oops?
Hearing this, Hao Dashuang became angry and looked at Yue Feng with a sneer: “How
interesting, I still dare not touch you? Who do you think you are?”
After speaking, Hao Dashuang waved his hand: “Take this The kid chopped it up for me
and threw it into the woods to feed the wild dogs!” Ma De, who is also the head of the
dignified Four Seas Alliance, was threatened by an ordinary person with no strength at
this time. If you don’t show some color, Where will the back be placed?
Whoa!
At the moment when the voice fell, the two big men behind him directly pulled out their
long knives and walked towards Yue Feng with a cold expression.
Yue Feng stood there, not panic at all, but took out something from his body and
shouted at Hao Dashuang, “Do you know this thing?”

